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Theatre Title (English) Title (Danish) Age Short description

Insectotròpics (Spain) The Galactic Red Riding 

Hood

Den galaktiske 

Rødhætte

14+
What if Little Red Riding Hood decided to ignore her mother, to be led by her intuition and delve deep into the 
forest of her fears? What happens when we react against the established norm? Have you ever accompanied 
someone on a voyage of initiation…? La Caputxeta Galàctica is a multimedia stage show based on the well-
known tale of Little Red Riding Hood, offering a unique view of the popular story. This multidisciplinary piece 
explores various modes of artistic expression, the combination of which results in a new and original expressive 
form that immerses the audience. The show brings together three video artists, two painters, a musician and an 
actress, who together create a film ‘live’ in such a way that the audience can enjoy both the finished work – 
projected on a large screen – and simultaneously see its ‘making of’.

Kopergietery 

(Belgium)

History of the World 

(based on Banalities)

Verdenshistorien 

(baseret på 

banaliteter)

14+

A seemingly ‘banal’ youngster’s ambitious, ‘highly gifted’ mother is dangerously ill.  He decides to isolate himself 
from the outside world and spend the very last months of his mother’s life looking after her. Not that she ever did 
anything like that for him... Starting from run-of-the-mill situations and objects, the young man embarks on a 
quirky voyage through his mother’s past, and that of the world. A theatre-cum-musical adventure (by Johan De 
Smet and Titus De Voogdt) - about essence and banality, about how our own world and the outside world change 
when we lose a loved one, about how a seemingly grey and ordinary individual can make a difference.

Stephen Mottram 

(UK)

Eggbird Læggehøne 5+
Eggbird is an hour long performance of string puppetry, full of visual and musical surprises. It starts with 
complicated marionettes and gets simpler and simpler until some puppets are introduced which can easily be 
made at home. These simple figures and some basic elements of staging are used to present a fairy tale 
marionette ballet which is both funny and moving. The stories are without text, although Stephen talks with the 
audience sporadically during the performance. By the end of the performance, audiences will have seen carefully 
manipulated and highly crafted marionettes, learned how to make simple puppets for themselves and seen that 
the simplest puppets really can tell complex stories in an exciting and entertaining way.
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AbstraXteater Pelle The Conqueror Pelle Erobreren 9 - 13 - Our story about Pelle is based on Martin Andersen Nexø's novel, and the later Oscar-winning film by Bille August 
"Pelle the Conqueror". Pelle is the poor immigrant boy from Sweden, who through the tough upbringing on the 
farm and later in shoemaker apprenticeship in Ronne crystallize a feeling of solidarity with the bottom of society 
and end up being the leader of the trade unions in Denmark.

The Act Others Andre 14 +
The performance is a caricature of the so called civilized man, mirroring Western cultures tendency to divide the 
world up into who is ahead of time and who lacks behind, and the urge to help 'others' to become like 'us'. But is 
help always helpful? In the performance our society is assigned another role than its usual one, when two beings 
from the future arrive to present time, with at preconceived belief that we lack behind, and are in need of their 
help! The piece has some text, and at the festival we perform it in Danish, but the performance can also be 
performed in English. For foreign audiences at the festival, we bring a translation of the text on paper.

Teater Amorphe Windows Vindueskigger 9 - 13 - Windows - a modern street - puppet performance for children and adolescents. Windows is a mix of puppetry, 
circus and performance and creates a modern collage of loneliness, dreams and secrets. The performance is 
visual and without words and is played in a window in the urban space with the audiences placed outside looking 
in. Windows allows the audience to look into the otherwise private world, that is located on the ground floor. This 
is where one always wants to look inside but knows that it i socially unaccepted. Through the window a history 
seen in glimpses reveals the world of people being alone in their own homes .

Andersens Kuffert 

Teater

The fisherman and his 

wife

Konen i 

Muddergrøften

3 - 9 - A fish never comes alone, neither does a wish. Roberts wife - Ilselill - wants a bigger house, and she also wants a 
vacuum cleaner. Robert just to go fishing in peace. When one day the fisherman catch a talking fish, Ilselil get a 
bigger house. She gets so much space, that she forgets her husband. She forgets completely, that she is not 
alone in the world. She forgets, that there is someone, who loves her as she is!

Andersens Kuffert 

Teater

Tinderbox Fyrtøjet 3 - 9 - A Troll named Griep from a forest nearby tells a stort of a sleeping princess, and how he fancies her and her 
mother, who he is a little afraid of. And how he - using a magic tinderbox - get gold and other lovely things.

Apollo Teater Good Morning Sun Godmorgen Sol 6 - 12 - “Good Morning Sun” is a show built on the Danish poet Halfdan Rasmussen's rhymes and non-sense verses for 
both children and adults in a style inspired by Commedia del’Arte. The show mixes poems, texts and modern 
dance.

Apollo Teater The Little Match Girl Den lille Pige med 

Svovlstikkerne

5 - 11 - Yes indeed - the old fairy tale of H. C. Andersen is very sad. But in this edition by APOLLO TEATER and 
performance artist Erik Pold, we give the story - of the little girl, who dies of cold - a twist with lots of warmth, 
humor and excitement. The story connects with poverty among children in our modern and rich societies - as well 
as telling the old fairy tale with respect for Andersens words. In a mixture of text and movements, dance and 
theater, our edition of The Little Match Girl offers both touching, exciting and comic moments. The show can also 
be performed in English.
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Teateriet Apropos / 

Teaterhuset Filuren

Soul Fire Ildsjæl 13 +
To be radical is to alter the established order. The radicalization has many faces - you can be radical on the right 
wing, on the left wing, in religion, art, sport etc. SOUL FIRE adresses the difficult theme of radicalisation at eye 
level. The performance strips of the prejudices and asks: What's radicalism? When are you truly passionated? 
How do we find passion? Is it human nature to dedicate yourselve fully to a cause or to a greater purpose? 
Haven't we all tried to feel impassioned for something? SOUL FIRE is a story that is not only about being young, 
about being human, about death, about radicalism, extremism and fanaticism, but also about taking responsibility 
for one's actions.

Arthotel 1-2-3-noW... 1-2-3-nU 0 - 3 -
1-2-3-noW... A musical and interactive play for the youngest. 1 – 2 – 3 – noW… Clouds that hover over towns…a 
digger that makes the world’s biggest mountain of earth, just right for crawling on to…a butterfly that can’t be 
caught…an apple you have to jump high to reach…will you join us? 1-2-3-noW… That is some of what we 
experience, when we open the great pop-up book: with its pop-ups, vivid images and surprises, it will take us on a 
musical tour for all the senses, out into the real world. 1-2-3-now is a performance with a focus on song, music, 
movement and interaction. Age group : 0 - 3 years Length : 35 min. Text, songs and on stage: Dorthe Eggertsen 
Technical production, scenography and on stage: Rasmus Kajhøj Photography : Søren Dø Viewing costs can be 
subsidised.

Arthotel See you tomorrow Vi ses i morgen 3 - 8 - "See you tomorrow" - a musical play about diversity and friendship. Hmmm...what kind of a day is it today? 
Yesterday...was a red day, I mean green day, red day, yellow... Ah yes, it's a yellow day today. We find ourselves 
at home with a girl who lives on a super high-technology star out in space. The star meets all of the girl's needs - 
it can clean dresses, play music, make rhymes and receive incoming-friend signals. Every day, she is also visited 
by her sweet friend from Earth, who comes flying with the help of his windsock. He always has some exciting food 
with him and tells the most fantastic stories, and then they dance and write songs together with the audience... 
Age group: 3 - 8 years Length : 40 min Supported by : Statens Kunstråds Scenekunstudvalg Viewing costs can 
be subsidised Cast: Anna Panduro and Tobias Trier Concept and direction : Dorthe Eggertsen

Asguer 

Zapshowteater / 

Mimeteatret

Mito & Dito Mito & Dito 4 + The two strange figures of Ditto and Mitto tell their simple story in a musical universe without words, taking their 
starting point from childhood’s relation to what's yours, what’s mine and the envy between the two. A performance 
with a difference, which musically and poetically talks about the relationship between mine and yours in bold and 
capital letters. Performed by: Asger Gomez Frøkov & Gert Pedersen

Asguer 

Zapshowteater

Hovhov Hovhov...nå 3 + A hilarious story for children. How big is small? This is what Hovhov in a funny, musical and artistic way deals 
with. In a musical and almost nonverbal universe.

Teatret Aspendos The Nightingale - must be 

found

Nattergalen - skal 

findes

2 - 6 -
Inspired by Hans Christian Andersen's The Nightingale, we have created a tale of friendship and the beauty of 
life. Steffen finds Benjamin, he is wearing the Emperor of China's robe, and a friendship develops. Sometimes all 
the best in the world is right outside your own door, so it was many years ago when the Emperor met the 
Nightingale with the beautiful song. At that time the Emperor Was so happy that he got tears in his eyes. Beautiful 
music, played live on hang and gubal, support the story, with a unique sound. The emphasis is on the search for 
the nightingale, and the emperor's first encounter with the little bird. A friendship sprout and the Emperor is so 
happy that he gets tears in his eyes.
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Asterions Hus The Iliad Iliaden 14 +
The myth about Troja is in a delicate way unraveled and told by three physical actors in a blazing pace. With a 
gallery of more than 30 characters – sweet maidens, brilliant heroes, proud kings, skinny priests and a series of 
gods and goddesses – the actors threw themselves into the impossible task to tell this epic masterpiece in one 
single hour. The Iliad is a physical and mythical, amusing and elegant performance. Homers The Iliad is about the 
war in Troja, about Prince Paris and the beautiful Helena – a mighty and cruel war about something so fleeting as 
beauty. The Iliad is about this war and about the hero Achilleus’ raving and indomitable anger. Can be performed 
in Danish, English, German and Italian.

Asterions Hus Jason Jason 3 - 8 -

Through the fantastic story about Jason the children are included in the drama, and the limits between reality and 
fantasy are dissolved. Jason was a great Greek mythological hero. His marvelous life and journey come alive with 
the childrens participation as the best set design. Along the journey the children turn into heroes, and they have to 
fight together with Jason against fire breathing bulls, a dragon with a thousand eyes and a love-starved queen.

Asterions Hus Romeo&Julie! Romeo&Julie! 9 + 24 scenes, 24 life grips, 24 detours and 24 celebrations of love's many faces and endings. House of Asterion has 
taken on Shakespeare, and the greatest lovestory ever told. Out of this comes a moving, fast-paced and 
humoristic performance. Shakespeare's text unfolds into worms dancing, sumo wrestlers in love, and ballet in 
wheelbarrows. There has never been so much life in playing dead! Can be performed in Danish, English, 
German.

BaggårdTeatret Hans Christian Andersen 

is alive!

H.C. Andersen Lever! 5 +
Meet the Ugly Duckling and cocksure Clod Hans in a new show for the whole family. Hans Christian Andersen’s 
much-loved characters will be sent off on a challenging adventure into the unknown. The production will combine 
the latest animation and stage technology, enabling the characters to ask the audience for the help they will 
sorely need. Denmark’s celebrated storyteller dreams of becoming a ballet dancer, but he can’t dance. On the 
other hand he can write, but who wants to read foolish fairy tales? Baggård Teater and Rokoko’s new fairy tale 
invites children and anyone else who delights in simple things to join the quest for wondrous dreams, self-esteem, 
and a whole new realm to boot.

Teater Baglandet BODY AMOK KROP AMOK 13 - 18 -
BODY AMOK is about all the things you experience when in your teens What happens when your body explodes 
in a myriad of new thoughts, feelings and questions? ABOUT being insecure and confused ABOUT what boys 
don't know about girls and what girls don't ask boys about ABOUT feeling all wrong and lonely even when you're 
with others ABOUT all the exciting and wondrous things which happen when your body starts to bulge Young 
people are bombarded daily by the media with pictures of the ideal body, the ideal job, the ideal boyfriend or 
girlfriend, the ideal life. If you are a famous and successful actor, pop idol or sports star, surely you must be 
beautiful, fit and happy...?

Teater Baglandet JUHU it's raining JUHU det er regnvejr 3 - 7 - JUHU it's raining Is it fun to brush your teeth? Can a frog make you happy? Who decides whether you are cross? 
Does fantasy tickle your toes? …. and does every cloud have a silver lining? JUHU it's raining is a poetic comic 
bubble about everyday life where the sky is the limit to your fantasy. JUHU it's raining is a nonverbal performance 
for everyone wanting to be surprised by the unexpected magic of everyday life.

Barkentins Teater dummytrain Suttog 1,5 - 4 - A black and white performance without words. A performance for the little ones about the "big" life values, when 
you are not so big yourself - about eating, sleeping, using or not using a pacifier.
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Teatergruppen Batida To crown it all Kronen på hovedet 5 - 10 - The king is old and about to die. And when that happens, it is of course the eldest son, the crown prince, who will 
take over the crown. This makes him very proud. But what good does pride do when their father loves the crown 
prince’s spoiled little brother more than him? The show is not just about the rivalry of princes: Three musical 
actors tell a both fun and serious tale of jealousy between siblings – a story that in its own innocent way revolves 
around what concerns us human beings the most: love, justice, acceptance... Large, complex issues. Also for 
young children.

Teatergruppen Batida The Girl Scout Drama 

Troop performs The 

Jungle Book

Pigespejdernes 

dramapatrulje opfører 

Junglebogen

8 - 12 -

A musical and crazy story for the entire family. The Girl Scout Drama Troop is going to perform The Jungle Book 
at the annual jamboree. We take a look at life in the troop during the rehearsals and watch a number of key 
scenes from The Jungle Book: The wolves save the infant Mowgli from the cowardly and ferocious tiger Shere 
Khan... Mowgli gains fire from mankind and uses it as a weapon against the tiger... All scenes unfold using dolls 
of all sizes, object theater, shadow play, dance and of course live music provided by the participating actors.

Teatergruppen Batida A Sunny Day in Paradise En solskinsdag i 

Paradis

5 - 10 - Paradise is a wonderful place. Those who don't live there already would really like to get in - that goes without 
saying. But does Paradise have room for everyone? What about the mysterious gentleman (who hides a tail in his 
pants and horns under his hat)? And Eva, who has a talking doll but no place to stay? And what about her 
mother? And the nice guy who lived there from the beginning? The story is not much about Heaven, but rather 
about reality - right now! Fun, childlike, adventurous and musical.

Teatergruppen Batida A Man Called Rolex Manden de kaldte 

Rolex

12 + It could have been a Greek tragedy, but turns into a black comedy from the former Eastern block. The British 
director Alex Byrne and the music theatre company Batida have joined up to send us into this journey from the 
not very far past. The story tells about a painter who is creating the paintings of the Great Leader. He meets a 
woman who causes many changes in his mind. Their son grows up in orphanage and becomes a policeman in 
the secret police.

Teatret Beagle - dans 

& fysisk teater / Bora 

Bora

The Bodyguards The Bodyguards 6 - 99 - Be ready for vip status when four bodyguards with choreographed moves make their way through high streets, 
shopping centres and other crowded spaces. With a high level of authenticity TBG take care of everyone 
regardless of gender or status. They will perform absurd security checks and escorts. The mere presence of TBG 
will result in creative confusion, disbelief, elements of surprise and spontaneous laughter. TBG are here to 
celebrate community and the body in public spaces.

Black Box Dance 

Company

7Even 7Even 12 - 18 -
What is a good person? How is a perfect human being? Who doesn’t do all the bad things? Eating too much, 
looking greedily at others, getting envious of his best friend and doing nothing all day long, but taking his anger 
out on everything and everyone? Why should it be so hard to live up to the ideal super human being, who never 
makes mistakes and everyone looks up to? Get the answers in Black Box Dance Companys mini version of 
“7EVEN”, a dance performance choreographed especially for teenagers and young people. Inspired partly by the 
7 deadly sins, cartoon movies, fantasy and the use of masks.
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Black Box Dance 

Company

100 Likes 100 Likes 10 - 18 - What happens if you do not get any "LIKES"? If you don't exist on Facebook, Instagram - do you not exist then? 
100 LIKES focuses on young people's vulnerability and their dependence on social medias and everlasting 
pursuit to be seen. Choreographer Mari Carrasco creates with speed, energy, humor and irony one choreographic 
world, where young people are at the center. The concept has been created in collaboration with Marie Brolin-
Tani, who is artistic director of Black Box Dance Company.

Teater Blik Hov! Hov! 0,5 - 4 - a piece of paper a leaf a flower a mountain a frog a dress Life is full of surprises. Nothing is as we expect it, 
everything changes and moves. Paper, in all its fragility and diversity, is the protagonist. Origami, music, paper 
folds and shapes create a performance about life’s diverse and chaotic beauty. Like abstract painting and newly 
composed music in a universe of delicate, transitory paper in constant transformation. HOV! is a show for small 
children and their grownups. It is about life, memories, transformations and the unexpected - through play, object 
animation and music.

Teater Bloom SPARKLING LEMON SODA Citronbrus 7 + Not so far away from here is a big and very special forrest. Well, the forrest in itself isn't very special, it is much 
like most other forrests. What makes it special is the glade: a little glade, with a bar lit up in many colours and 
serving a sparkling lemon soda that’s highly recommendable. SPARKLING LEMON SODA is a new musical tale 
for everyone over the age of 7 . Between songs and fizzy bubbles you will find the story of Carsten and Lisette; a 
story about friendship, the yearning for going away and, ultimately, finding yourself.

Teater BruTale Quranwarrior Korankriger 14 +
Why does a young human being, who's been living in Denmark all of its life, chose to join a so called "holy war" in 
a foreign country? In "Quranwarrior" we meet Farís. As audience in 50 minuttes of heavy pumped non-dialog, 
we're taken through rebates in his life, and under the skin of one of these non-citicents. We follow his fight to find 
his way in life, from he is little, and till he desides to join the war. The text is based on interviews with former 
foreign-fighters, their friends, family and co-workers in the danish "Aarhus-model" that works to prevent people 
from joining the wars in Syria and Iraq, and supports those who return. The play is in danish, but is possible to 
tranlate to other languages.

Boing Production og 

Media ApS

iPlay uPlay wePlay iPlay uPlay wePlay 10 - 18 - iPlay uPlay wePlay - a musical gameplay, a dynamic, involving and co-creative theatre performance. Homo 
Ludens Digitalis - the playing man in a digital world. Music, comedy, technology, gadgets and improv are some of 
the ingredients in this binary and random escapade.

Bornholms Teater Border Syndrome Grænsesyndrom 14 + Border Syndrome is an honest, funny, moving, and thought-provoking play about the life of an immigrant and the 
dream of a better life on the other side of the border. A dream shared by millions of people all over the world - and 
a theme which regrettably seems to be eternal current. It is a highly physical, energetic and compact play suitable 
for young people and adults. Border Syndrome is a dramatization of the Albanian writer Gazmend Kapllani’s 
novel “A Short Border Handbook” partly based on his own experiences as a refugee.

Bornholms Teater / 

Det menneskelige 

teater

687 km - a play about 

sustanability

687 km 13 + The Earth is suffocating. Its in the papers, on TV, and the kids are taught it in school. Pollution and consumerism 
are spinning out of control. But what are we really doing about it? How much can the world take? How much can 
YOU take? ‘687 km’ is an interactive play. It has no audience seating. Only a room in which the audience co-
produce the play together with the two actors.
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Teatret Brændende 

Kærlighed

The Hans Hånden 6 + Dick van Dutch head of the Bureau of Intuitive Investigation is a keen investigator born with a nose for crime. But 
something or someone obstructs his investigation - the mystery builds up! A comic thriller featuring Jens Kløft in 
the role as the private detective Dick van Dutch. Physical street theater served with the company Burning Loves 
never failing flair for capturing life's eternal paradoxes.

Børneteatret The Towering Dog Den tårnhøje hund 1 3 - 8 - For 3-8 year olds and other humorists. "One day as he was out walking, he met a peculiar....well, not a man...it 
was more like....A DOG? But it wasn't running about sniffing and peeing on trees like other dogs. Not at all. It was 
peacefully seated eating biscuits and drinking orangeade. Then he got 'The best idea in Denmark'.

Teatret Gruppe 38 / 

Carte Blanche

Androcles and the lion Androkles og løven 6 + Hot like a furnace Desolate dry. A red-hot sand ocean under the blight of the sun Not at tree to provide a cooling 
shade. Such is the desert of Libya. Here Androcles stumbles on bare feet in the scorching hot sand. The burning 
rays of the sun prick him like a thousand needles. He groans with thirst and begs for water, but no one hears him, 
There is just sand Sand in the eyes sand in the mouth Sand all around.

Claire Parsons Co Marmalade Marmelad 2 - 6 -
Marmalade is a delicious, tactile performance about meeting, mixing and blending. Mira and Viktor taste and feel 
in poetic movements and circus actions in an exquisite and visual experience with the audience. Marmelade 
looks at the world through body, eye, feeling and taste in a room with fluffy skirts, soft circus and Fellini music.

Compagnie Mediane Horizons Horizons 8 + Musical and visual trip in the danish isles. Far away from the danish coast is an extraordinary isle made out of 
dunes and wild grasses - lying on the gray of the north sea. One of its inhabitants is walking on the beaches in all 
weathers with a microphone in his hand. He is a musician. Through his electro-acoustic compositions and thanks 
to a strange mobile-sculpture, it’s the music of his isle that the play « Horizons » proposes to set into motion, like 
a trip in the atmosphere of the north, ponctuated by « almost » true stories…

C:NTACT What are they doing here Hvad laver de her 13 + Who are those people, we have seen in overfull boats across the Mediterranean and as human caravanes on 
their way up the high ways of Europe. Why are they fleeing? And what are they doing here? Meet 7 young 
refugees, who have recently come to Denmark and hear their stories.

Dansstationen Tetris Tetris 6 - 15 -
Dansstationens Turnékompani and Erik Kaiel presents Tetris – a game of shapes, about fitting in and standing 
out, about being yourself and being a part of the group – and most importantly, about not changing yourself to fit 
the world, but changing the world to fit who you are. Inspired by the iconic computer game Tetris, four dancers 
engage in physical conversations, using only the language of shapes. With their acrobatic interactions, they make 
the space their own. Mixing collaborative play with individual expressiveness, they give life to Shakespeare's 
thought that all the world is a stage. But the fun doesn't end at stage's end. They are curious, alive, and begin to 
interact with the public as well.
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Teater Du Milde 

Himmel

Oh,what a weather. Sikke et vejr 1,5 - 6 -
"Oh, what a Weather " A comical and poetic play for the youngest. Line Svendsen takes the children on a journey 
through the four seasons. ….an umbrella opens and a spring meadow unfolds. Flowers blossom and the mole 
wakes up. With a handful of sand the room is transformed into the warm summer beach, and the feet feels so hot 
on the sand. A blue string magically becomes the cool water. You can dip the toes and dive under. Situations 
from the four seasons that are touching and easy to relate to are conjured with simple props. A few animal friends 
join along the way, but not always behaving as you thought they would…. The performance can be played in 
english and swedish language.

Dunkelblå Coyote Coyote 3 - 9 -

A free interpretation of an old Zuni First Nation myth, of how the sun and the moon came to be in the sky. The 
drum has a story to tell: Once the world lay in darkness. Nor day nor night existed. The only light came from some 
clouds in the sky glowing faintly upon the world. The animals was searching for food. But not all was equally 
succesfull. Follow two animal characters: Eagle, proud and brave, the mightiest hunter of all animals;- and 
Coyote, the prairy wolf - a trickster? a real troublemaker? or a curious child? Together they set out on a long 
journey searching for the sun and the moon, in order to bring light into the world. The performance is told, acted, 
sung by Troels Ejsing accompanied by a big frame drum, an instrument found in almost any original culture.

Teatret Fair Play / 

Superreal

Liquid Love Liquid love 13 + Is love like Communism? Is egoism the true enemy of love? Three actors tries to investigate, understand and 
reinvent love in LIQUID LOVE - for in a world of innovation love should also innovate it self!? This is a fun music 
dramatic performance about reinventing risk of and the drama of love. Hence like a war without casualties is not 
war; love is not love without risk. Love is in a vice and therefore in great danger. The basis of this performance 
are real stories, sociology, philosophy and music. And it is with these the three actors investigates the true 
meaning of love in a "liquid modernity". And that is not an easy task.

Faster Cool Hens First Egg Hønes Første Æg 1,5 - 6 -

How to build a nest and how to lay an egg? Hen is expecting for the first time, but isn't quite up to speed with the 
situation. Fortunately she meets Squirrel who is happy to help. An egg is born; soon it crackles and out comes 
little Chick. Squirrel knows what it’s all about but bites on more the he can chew as he attempts to raise Chick in 
his own image. With playful comedic charm it turns out that a mother hen knows best after all. "Hens First Egg" is 
a poetic, music-driven and humoristic play about being the eldest whilst still being a youngster.

FasterPussycat One Girls Journey into 

the Unknown

Finding Sophie 14 - 99 - Sophie is a typical teenager. She parties with her friends and argues with her mum. The usual stuff. Then one day 
she vanishes, and the race is on to find her. After all, sixteen year old girls don't just disappear into thin air or do 
they? Time is rapidly running out in this new play, based on the real-life nightmare that shatters thousands of 
families every year. Follow the police investigation and the people nearest Sophie in their desperate attempts to 
unravel the truth. Humour, music and movement complement the spiky English text to tell this twisted tale. All the 
parts are played by one actress. Performed in English.
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Teater Fluks Transportable Refugees Flygtning 

Transportable

14 +

The 15 audience members are packed closely together on benches in the storage box of a parked van, while the 
two performers move over, around and beneath them. “Transportable Refugees” deals with trying to understand 
what it means to be a refugee on the run. It is a research and reflection based performance. With a starting point 
in research, interviews, statistics as well as their own personal experiences, Sara and Rasmus try out different 
strategies for relating to this brutal subject. Transportable Refugees is a theatre collage, with scenes changing 
rapidly between physicality, strong imagery and personal dialogues between the two performers.

Folketeatret The Evil Ondskaben 15 +

Experience Claes Bang in the well-received monologue The Evil; Jan Guillou’s personal and shocking story about 
the horrible abuses he was exposed to as a child and young man. The monologue focuses on evil anatomy – do 
you grow evil by being treated evil? Or can you defy daily punishment and humiliation and maintain goodness? 
How do you cope fighting a superior force without acting with its unjust means. Can violence in some situations 
act as revenge and be defended? The book was released in 1981, and later dramatized and filmed.

Det Fortællende 

Teater

Amled Amled 10 - 18 - This is the raw telling of the legend of Amled, as it has been collected and performed by Anne Karina Nikolajsen, 
Jesper la Cour og Troels Kirk Ejsing through literature, local storytellers, by studying the oldest maps and 
searching for signs and tunes in the landscape involved. The original story behind Hamlet is from the 5th century 
around Limfjorden in the north of Jutland, Denmark.

Freestyle Phanatix E-boy - a poetic 

breakdance perfomance 

about evolution

E-Boy 10 +
Millions of years ago before mankind and existance as we know it, took form. That is where and when the 
breakdanceperformance E-boy starts. The audience follows five artists that through breakdance transforms into 
one cell organisms, to apes and then cavemen and eventually Homosapiens sapiens. The performance explores 
how our basic instincts work and operate in our electronic age. And also what it means for our humanity to 
exclude and remove the weak and feeble. The traditional B-boys are challenged to move into a modern world of 
electronic sounds and input from classical music. Athletically, explosively and poetically breakdance is used to 
tell a strong story about the history of evolution, right up until today.

Teatret Fyren og 

Flammen

At Andersens Hos Andersen 3 +

" At Andersen" is physical street theater . A bouquet of Hans Christian Andersen's fairy tale told in pictures, text 
and dance, for the little ones. " At Andersen " is about a man of indeterminate age who passes with his tell cart. 
The wagon is all his household . The house, which is the size of the old loo, is filled with doors , photographs and 
all kinds of things . Andersen explores the doors and images that start up various of HC Andersen tales .

Gazart Major and Minor Secrets Små og store 

hemmeligheder

0 - 4 -
They come small and light. Like bubbles of joy in your stomach, they fizz, and give you a wonderful happy 
sensation. Often they make way to your mouth, where they leap out and burst in the ear of the first person you 
meet. They can come big and heavy too, and feel like stones bumping around in your stomach. Major or minor, 
good or bad, the world is full of secrets. In fact, to toddlers the world is one major secret that is gradually 
revealed. Everything is new to them, and they examine and explore, twist and turn in order to grasp the full 
picture. Is the vacuum cleaner alive? Are shadows afraid of the dark? And does the giraffe on the wallpaper know 
how to fly? Two dancers invite you into a quirky world of major and minor secrets.
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Gazart Face Up At falde - til og fra 13 + What determines where we belong, and when we feel at home? The same things that make us stand out? Is it a 
matter of dialect, accent, or the way we look? Or is it the subtle references to the past or the implied? Is it a scent 
or a certain sense of humor? Face Up is a dance poem about identity and affiliation. Tali Rázga has created the 
choreography, and the text is written by award winning play writer Tomas Lagermand Lundme.

Giraff Graff My Mom is a Wolf, my 

Dad… A media 

performance on our 

inner and outer animals

Min Mor er en Ulv, 

min Far…

14 +

“My mom is a wolf, my dad…” is a talk about healing processes. What do our inner animals tell us? How can we 
enter into a dialogue with them? Camilla Graff Junior, aka former punk-rock musician Mona Motel, shares her 
experience based on autobiographical material, photos, video clips, a collection of plastic animals and family 
stories.

Vokalselskabet Glas An a cappella 

performance

Wisdom Of Birds 7 + Wisdom Of Birds is a choreographed a cappella performance by the ‘GLAS Vocal Ensemble’. It was created in 
cooperation with choreographer and costume designer Veronica Hodges The singing of GLAS immediately 
touches your heart. Sometimes soft as a first kiss and sometimes hard as the strike of swords the six voices hit 
the audience through intricate compositions spiced with shrieks and improvisations.

GLiMT Empty Steps Empty Steps 8 + Empty Steps shows the passing of one day for a brother and sister living on the street. From waking up in a huge 
pile of clothes, to desperate acrobatics on a wall. Enjoying their last treasure of food, and taking solace in painting 
their own home on the wall... Choreographer and director Camila Sarrazin uses dance, physical skills, humor and 
drama, to make the audience feel and reflect on how reality is for milllions of children around the world. The 
performance exists in 2 versions: An outdoor version which can play in urban spaces, and an indoor version 
suited to theatre spaces and using video projections alongside the performers.

Teater og 

kunstproduktionsfore

ningen Graense-Loes

It´s All My Fault It´s All My Fault 13 +

It's All My Fault unfolds between microcosm and macrocosm , from the bathroom mirror to the infinite skies . In a 
world of over-consumption , climate disasters and technological wonders can it be full of paradox and questions 
to grow up. The show has it starting point in the teenager's satellite state between attached and detached and 
dissects life's big and small issues on a planet that spin so fast that one almost fall off. It's All My Fault includes a 
globe full of video projections, four drones with live cameras and a young man searching for the meaning of it all.

Teatret Gruppe 38 / 

Teater2tusind

The darkness rests under 

the bed

Mørket ligger under 

sengen

5 +
Goodnight, goodnight, my darling, sleep tight The wind has settled in the willow The light has hidden in the pitch-
dark night The sleep has settled on the pillow Come, come, settle down close to me The kiss has settled on the 
forehead The socks have settled separately ‘Cause the other one smells so horrid Mum and Dad go on a surprise 
visit at their son’s. However, he has no time for natter and fussy cakes, so straight to bed it is. Goodnight and 
sleep tight. But how can anybody sleep tight when the body is itching and tingling from anticipation? When you’re 
hungry as a wolf or dying from thirst, when it’s too hot or cold or too bright or too dark? There is no mercy: 
Goodnight! On the spot!
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Grønnegade Teater ...about not to be eaten ...om ikke at blive ædt 5 +
The sweet and well-behaved little red riding hood gets thrown into a fantastic adventure, where she meets not 
only the wolf, but also Hansel and Gretel, Cinderella and many other fairytale characters. A whimsical theater 
machine's frame, where magic and fantasy unfolds and tells a story about being angry and finding the courage to 
take matters into your own hands. Peter Holst plays freely with fairytale characters and imaginative worlds - and 
the story eventually becomes our very own fairytale, you never saw coming. The show is not just for children but 
also for curious adults.

guidOpera Kjetil the Dragon Dragen Kjetil 4 - 99 - Imagine being a little dragon but feeling different from your friends, just like Kjetil. Even when Kjetil really tries 
hard, he just can’t seem to perform normal dragon skills like spitting fire and grilling his food. His friends bully and 
tease him, what is wrong with Kjetil ? Why does he have flaps of extra skin under his arms and webbed fingers 
and toes? Suddenly one day something terrible happens and Kjetil has to rescue one of his dragon friends. But 
how? Kjetil has an incredible secret that makes him the hero of the day.

Teatret på Hjul The Steadfast Tinsoldier Den standhaftige 

tinsoldat

2 - 5 - The worldwide famous fairytale by Hans Christian Andersen about the Steadfast Tinsoldier interpretated in a new 
and surprising way without words for children 2-5 years old.

Hr. Teater Right(s) on Lige Lovlig 7 - 10 - ’Right(s) on - One constitution for all’ is a performance about making choices. As part of the play, you get two 
cards for voting – one red and one green. We will go trough the making of the Danish constitutional rights in an 
easily understandable language. Who knows something about democracy? What is a constitution? What is 
equality? A discussion among the actors begins. Who is right? Now you have to vote.

Teater Hund Freewheeling Frida OpdagElse 2 - 5 -
What is that giant thingy? Sneak, sneak. Tippy-toe. Whoops?!? It’s making a noise! What can it do? Frida loves to 
sneak up on things and make them move and change. And not least, she loves to play! Frida goes exploring into 
a visual and musical landscape of moving shapes and engaging sounds where she creates an imaginary world 
that might not all be an illusion… Activate your senses, turn up your listening glasses and experience Anne 
Dalsgaard as Frida who lets her body out into a playful, sweeping and humorous swing with life. A nonverbal 
adventure where the invisible becomes visible, and the visible magical. The performance is supported by The 
Danish Arts Foundation and Copenhagen Municipality

Hvid Støj 

Sceneproduktion

WORDs ORd 6 - 10 -
Words make us smile – words make us wonder – words disgust us words change us. With 'Words' hvid støj 
launches a marvellous, manifold celebration of words engaging music, humour, dance and play. Words and 
letters are literally thrown back and forth and from side to side on stage, intertwining and mingling with stories, a 
dancing alphabet, a funny uncle, a vocabulary and even a 'word police.' In 'Words' children and their adults are 
invited to join a universe of words that encourages playful learning, curiosity and wonder when it comes to words, 
their use and their meaning. HVID STØJ is the home of engaging, visual theatre infused with warmth and humour - 
and for all ages.
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Teatret Kimbri When the leaves fall Når bladene falder 7 - 99 -
A personal and moving story about the death of a grandfather told by his daughter and granddaughter. Using 
puppets, music, humour and a few words, they tackle the theme with a sense of sincerity and delicacy , leaving 
the audience with a feeling of how precious life is. Grandpa prepares for the forthcoming journey by emptying his 
suitcase, because he can't bring anything with him to the destination of his next journey.He is happy, and it is a 
good day today. It is a good day to die. So that is what he does. But this is not the end. From the afterlife he 
whispers in the ear of his loved ones and gives them the courage to live life to the fullest.

Teatret Kimbri The Seal Woman Sælkvinden 6 - 10 - The tale about the Seal Woman who lost her hide, about the lonesome sealer Rasmus who stole it and in that 
way got himself a wife and about their child who carried the heritage of the big salty sea and of the human world. 
A beautiful story about belonging to two different worlds. Animated objects, not too many words and an 
introduction in English make this performance understandable for international guests

Kitt Johnson X-act The Magical Sound Circus Det Magiske Lydcirkus 6 - 12 - Does a cookie tin jar play the saxophone? Can a pencil dance? And what has belly dancing and flying books got 
to do with each other? Nothing is as it seems when performer/juggler Samuel Gustavsson and musician Sture 
Ericson invite the young audience into their Magical Sound Circus. Here musical instruments, bodies, furniture 
and everyday objects magically change their function. A playful, intimate and poetic New Circus performance, 
which sensuously and wordlessly feeds the imagination.

Knudsen & Nørby The Foxhunt Peddersen og Findus - 

Rævejagten

4 - 9 -

An Intellegent Foxhunt

Det Kommende 

Teater

Holy shit Vorherre på lokum 9 - 15 - Whos gonna take care of everything when God is dead, and the problems are rising? Kim is locking himself up, 
into the school's toilet to get a grip. Is he alone? New composed music by the danish singer/songwriter Nanna 
Lüders.

Teater Kompas Where do dreams go? Hvor går drømmene 

hen ?

6 - 11 - Where do dreams go? We dream and we daydream . But what happens with the dreams that are not being used? 
Are there any others that receive them ? Can you share a dream? Or can one dream being stolen ? A poetic, 
existential story about how dreams can become reality and how reality can sometimes be a dream . The real and 
unreal as identical twins , so closely linked that both are breathing properly . For if we listen to our dreams can tell 
us something sincerely about ourselves.

Teatret KrisKat Memories Memories 10 +
With his ultra-realistic, old man mask, Kristian Dinesen delivers a touching portrayal of the orchestra conductor, 
Jack, who takes us to big events, small difficulties and decisive moments of his life. Watch Jack piece the pieces 
of his life together and fall in love with someone who lives in us all. A touching story that fills the room with 
intimacy, interaction, laughter, humanity and a touch of Old Spice. Jack’s turning 90 this year and we are all 
invited to a birthday celebration with Jack’s giant family – or those that are left of it. Come and enjoy the party, the 
music and the mood where Jack, amongst other things, tells us of his great love for women and music, a fist fight 
with Adolf Hilter and his travels over the African savannah.

Teatret KrisKat Fur Pelzz 0,5 - 3 - On the floor lies a big pile of fur. We want to pet it. Soft! It has no eyes. Is it an animal? And there is a woman in a 
furcoat. She is walking her fur creature. But now it is gone. We go looking for it. Theater KrisKat invites the 
smallest audience members on an adventure in a fabulous fur-covered world.
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TeaterKUNST What Is Danish? Hvad er Dansk? 12 - 18 -

The performance What Is Danish? pulls the audience out of the theater and takes them on an active city-walk in 
selected residential areas. The audience are involved in the show, and their decisions during the performance 
has a direct impact on which path the city-walk will take. During the performance the audience are engaged by 
the actors, who also serves as guides on the walk. What Is Danish? is based on the play's four young actors' 
personal experiences about what its like being young, Danish and having a different ethnic background. These 
experiences, which they themselves have helped to dramatize, results in an extremely personal contemporary 
theater. A theater that gives voice to a group of young people and their reflections about the society they live in.

Teater Lille Hest Of clay we have come Af ler er vi kommet 3 - 7 - Have you ever wondered why children around the world look so different? A tight lecturer from Jutland arrive at a 
hall. She'll tell a story from Africa about how we humans might once have been created. But this day comes the 
lecture not to proceed completely as usual ... -A Funny and poetic story from Africa about why children are born in 
so many colors.

Det Lille Verdens 

Teater

Trace Spor 2 - 4 - "I have brought a story with me about traces, about a giant pair of rubber boots, and about my grandfather who 
went out into the world to make holes in the moon. If we are completely silent, we can hear how the story 
sounds". An interactice and site-specific performance for the smallest ones, in which we through a short travel 
follow traces that lead to small intermezzos.

Det Lille Verdens 

Teater

The giving tree Drengen og træet 2,5 - 6 -

The first time we meet the boy, he is a child every day looking forward to getting out to his tree and its many 
opportunities for playing. He throws with leaves, he climbs it, and swings in the branches. He rests in it's shadow, 
and enjoy the confidence and peace of mind. The boy becomes a young man, who wants to explore life and the 
tree gives him the opportunities. Even if it takes many years between the boy returns to the tree, the tree is just 
happy when he comes. The tree waiting faithfully for his friend and his friend turns faithfully back, and we end 
where we began. The boy has now become an old man, now resting happily his tired body against the tree stand.

Det Lille Verdens 

Teater

A Tea Party – Sisters 

Share and Share Alike ....

Et teselskab - som 

søstre vi dele

4 - 10 -
Sisters share and share alike – or do they ? After many years of living apart Alice and her sister Nelly are once 
again together in their grandmother’s house. They have come to share grandma’s things between them. But 
things don’t turn out quite the way they had imagined. Grandma’s box opens the door to the world of their 
childhood, to memories, adventures, stories - some good, some not so good - and , not least , to a reunion. 
Through Alice and Nelly human relations are seen in a wider perspective. How do we treat one another, how far 
can we allow ourselves to go, and when do we say, ‘enough is enough’? An engaging and entrancing theatrical 
experience with expansive body language, laughter and small gasps of surprise.

Limfjordsteatret Greedy Grisk 5 - 12 -
A performance that invites children in to a funny, whimsical experience all about greed. Children, like everyone 
else, have basic needs - but when do needs become greed? And why are conflict, pain and destruction often 
associated with greedy actions? In ‘Greedy’ we explore the essence of greed. - Extract available!
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Teaterværkstedet 

Madam Bach

World images Verdensbilleder 0 - 6 -

'World Images' is theatre for children that will take audiences on a journey of discovery. From the rhythms of the 
city where underground trains make rails sing, to white salt desserts that dry everything up. From ants that march 
as the rain drops drip, to northern lights dancing in the sky. Through a melding of installation, sound scapes, live 
music, projection, and performance, 'World Images' creates for children a rich world of atmospheres and 
landscapes, sharing momentary glimpses of places that exist on this incredible planet we call home.

det menneskelige 

teater

Are there vultures in 

Greenland?

Findes der gribbe i 

Grønland?

13 - 99 - An existential and classic tale about a man who sets out on a journey, gets lost, is found again and returns home 
as a completely changed man. It is a question of life and death. Of isolation and survival. Based on a true story. A 
new teatre. A new form. A new way of making theatre. A new way of experiencing theatre. There are no seats for 
the audience. There is only a room where audience and actor together perform the play. It is not improvisation. It 
is theatre play, total theatre and storytelling at the same time.

Meridiano Teatret Angels in the snow Englene i sneen 5 +
A Christmas adventure begins when two children take off in order to find help for their mother who is about to give 
birth. As the snow begins to fall, they lose their way and find themselves on a mythical and magical journey where 
fairytale mixes with reality. A poetical and thought provoking show performed by one actor and a cellist. "Giacomo 
Ravicchio’s world has a magic I cannot resist" (…)" One leaves the theater with the feeling that one has 
experienced something extraordinary. Something big. Something that has a hint of the divine about it, hiding itself 
deep inside the shows magical social realism. Something that moves one to tears.” Teateravisen, December 
2014

Meridiano Teatret / 

Kio Company

Baku - Danish-Japanese 

coproduction

Baku 13 +
Danish-Japanese co-production. Man has created guns, missiles, bombs and incomprehensible weapons of 
mass destruction. A single shot can lead to war. Giacomo Ravicchio has created a poetical panorama of stunning 
images of the weapons in the hand of man and man in the hand of weapons. The performance develops 
dreamlike through time and space. Events are set off by a bullet, which speeds through the air in slow motion 
while time stands still and everything goes quiet. A Baku is a mythological creature. The Baku lives by eating 
metal. During wartime, all metals are used to produce weapons. Thus, the Baku, bit by bit, begins to lose its 
magical power.

Milton-Sand & Søn Volapyk Volapyk 4 - 99 - A nonverbal play about two very different people who accidentally get time to meet and learn from each other's 
differences. The story takes place at the foot of an old tree, where our main characters meets for the first time. 
They are both well equipped with smart phones and game machines, so the need for contact with each other is 
not necessary. But when their electronic equipment goes down, they're faced with silence, themselves and each 
other. A comic and poetic play, about friendship, health and well-being.

MishMash Romeo & Juliet Romeo & Juliet 11 +

MishMash has, in the style of storytelling, made a unique interpretation of William Shakespeare’s classic Romeo 
& Juliet. The play is filled with both comedy and tragedy. Our diversity of skills has in it’s mix created a play where 
everything from corporal mime, tragic chorus, acrobatics etc tells the story. Only with our bodies we create all the 
atmospheres, spaces, characters and objects in the play. We use no props, decors or any special costumes.
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Teater My I remember everything Jeg kan huske alting 2 - 6 -

When I think about my day I remember everything Because I am me and inside my head is everything that I did 
today My eyes have seen so many things. My ears have heard so many sounds. Music too. I talk with myself and 
everything I say is something I decided. From the edge of my bed, I can gaze at my entire world. At everyone I 
know. Tomorrow when I open my eyes I’ll see you. And if you ask If you can come in here to me I’ll say yes

Myka Polar Bear Polar Bear 4 - 9 - A magical dance performance for children, 4-9 years, and their grown ups about the hope for the future. 
Antarctica and the North Pole are melting - and the ice is disappearing. Where can the polar bear live, when the 
beautiful ice landscape no longer exists?

Next door Project See you, Rafiq-e-man! Vi ses Rafiq-e-man 9 +

How does it feel when bullets thunders past your door? How does it feel to leave everything you know? To where 
do your dreams travel, while you are waiting? See you, Rafiq-e-man! is a documentary danceperformance about 
refugee children He is 11 years old. He arrived in Denmark 7 years ago. A war had started in his country. They 
had to run from everything. He arrived to Denmark and lived at the asylum center for 5 years. It was here he met 
Rafiq. Now Rafiq is gone too. He was sent back and nobody has heard from him since. Before Rafiq left he 
promised he would come back. It is a long time ago now. But perhaps....perhaps today will be the day Rafiq 
returns...? The fictive story about Rafiq and his friend and young asylum seekers expressing their own authentic 
stories, meet in an interactive setting, where the audience and performers together engage in the stories.

Teater Nordkraft When forks dance Når gaflerne danser 2 - 6 - WHEN FORKS DANCE A nonverbal story about a little girl curious of the world. She is eager to see what 
happens when ordinary things - such as the forks in the kitchen - show us their secret lives at night. Do they 
dance on the table?

Nørregaards Teater The camel came last Kamelen kom til sidst 3 - 8 - When God was finished creating the world, the people, the animals, and all the plants, he had a headache. He 
had been working for six days without drinking, eating nor sleeping. He had worked all week. Right before the 
seventh day, he discovered a little pile of leftovers in the corner of the great storage hall. He was not finished yet. 
Something was missing. He did not create any masterpiece. “Your name will be camel”, he said. The performance 
is based on the wonderful children’s book “The camel came last” by Jesper Wung-Sung and it includes both 
music and animated figures.

Nørregaards Teater I do love, I do not Elsker, elsker ikke.. 3 - 8 -
The man is in a good mood and he is looking for something… a shirt! He must be well dressed. When he finds 
the shirt, he looks at it, swings it around, and dances with it. Out of this, he tells the fairytale about “The Shirt 
Collar” by H. C. Andersen. While he tells the story, he starts to iron… he finds a ball and a spindle. This makes 
him tell the fairytale about “The Sweethearts”. He sees himself in the story because he is about to meet his old 
sweetheart from back when he was in kinder garden. He has not seen her since. But he has thought about her 
sometimes. Is it her right there? Or there? Now he is going to meet her.
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Det Olske Orkester Once we got lost Dengang vi blev væk 10 - 18 -

A story about being a child in a divorce and the losses it leads to, despite an increased normalization of this 
situation. We will zoom in on the experience, which has great consequences for how the child views love between 
adults, and the consequences it often leads to in their own choices later in life. We investigate the often 
inappropiate roles the child takes upon itself to bring order to chaos. First and foremost, with great love and 
respect, we want to tell a story about four people, who didn´t succeed in keeping together. The performance is 
created in a theatrical idiom af concrete words, abstract choreography and manipulation of space.

Opgang2 Turnéteater 4 Ever 4 Ever 14 +
An intimate and musical story about a friendship. 4 Ever is a play about four young men who had their destiny 
sealed back when they were small boys and challenged death out on a big lakes thin ice a frosty cold winters 
day. This gave them an experience that marked them and tied them together – 4 Ever. 4 Ever is remarkable story 
about the choices you make in life, about loyalty and about the sufferings that follows an unbreakable friendship. 
Winner of “Reumert-prisen” 2014: Best play of the year for teenagers.

Teater Pandora Sa Tu Sai - a tale of child 

labor

Sa Tu Sai 5 - 12 -
After a flood, Sa Tu Sai looses contact with her parents when she tries to save a little boy from drowning. Now, 
the only thing she has left is a flute that her father made for her. The children are taken to a city, where they are 
forced to work at a factory of silk. They work so hard, that they almost forget the life outside. Because at the 
factory they are not allowed to play, they are not allowed to play the flute, and they are definitely not allowed to 
dream yourself away. The performance is inspired by the classic of children's literature, The China Girl by Maria 
Gleit, from 1950. In this new version the main theme is child labor.

Paolo Nani Teater Jekyll on Ice Jekyll on Ice 10 +
Paolo Nanis fun, round, lovable figure, Jekyll, is an ice-cream salesman, with his very own way of doing business. 
Maybe the ice cream melts, maybe the air leaks out of the balloons before the audience has time to enjoy them- 
however, they are guaranteed both surprises and laughter. MAGICAL ICE CREAM CART AND ABSURD 
SCENES Paolo Nani brings a fully equipped icecream cart with giant speakers, smoke machine and a freezer. 
The cart also includes an air pump that can shoot 2,000 litres of air per minute. During the show, a dramatic 
escalation ensues featuring one more absurd scene after another. The heart of the story lies in the playfull way in 
which Paolo Nani interacts with the audience and creates magic in this meeting.

Passepartout Theatre 

Production / Khayal 

Theatre

But they started! Men de begyndte! 5 +

A warm, serious and humoristic performance for 5-8 year-olds about overcoming prejudice, interculturally created 
by Passepartout Theatre and Khayal Theatre in Lebanon. It is performed with expressive puppets of 50-70 cm, 
led by actors in ‘open puppeteering’. The story is told without words, but with physical actions and situations and 
delightful music - so everyone can understand regardless of language. The play unfolds in a cylindric family, 
which has a tradition of disliking anyone square; those people just can’t be trusted, they only have bad intentions. 
One day, the new neighbours move in, and they happen to be square! Prejudice keeps the boys on either side of 
the fence from their friendship, and they decide to journey out into the world and uncover the root of the conflict.
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Teater Patrasket Saftey First For en sikkerheds skyld 7 - 10 -
After a thorough check with a bacterial meter and disinfectant equipment, the children are seated by two safety 
officers from the council for more safety in everyday life. They bring advice and guidance on how children can get 
through an ordinary risky life safe and sound. They have the correct equipment and know their statistics and 
provide thought-provoking case studies and specific instructions. However, are the two safety officers in complete 
control of the equipment's sometimes complicated details - and the unexpected and quite unpredictable emotions 
and events that occur in the collaboration? But can you even safeguard yourself against life? A clownish 
performance about security and concerns

Dansk Rakkerpak Psycho - street cut Psycho - Street Cut 6 + Nightclub singer Marion steals a diamond necklace from a smarmy rich man and runs away. The weather turns 
stormy and she decides to overnight in a random motel. But the motel owner, Norman Bates, is raving mad and 
kills her. Marion’s sister, Lila and the private detective, Milton appear on the scene of the crime and together 
decide to reveal the murderer. Dansk Rakkerpak pay homage to the master of suspense, Alfred Hitchcock, with a 
remake of his undisputed masterwork, “Pyscho” from 1960. A non-verbal performance with dollops of hilarious 
slapstick, precise timing, physical humour and musicality.

Randers Egnsteater A small one En lille ny 1,5 +
Everything has its own place. Everything has its own sound. Everything has its own color. Everything is as it used 
to be. It is well. It is safe. Then you know what you have. But what is this ?! Things are not at their place. The 
sound is different and the color has got a completely different color. There is turned upside down on the whole, 
there is no interference. A new baby who does not know how it used to be. "A Small New" is a sensual and image 
saturated show for the youngest audience. A humorous and poetic tale of the great gift is when one's worldview 
changes. Because suddenly there is a new baby, which has its own color, its own sound and that will have its 
own space.

Teater Refleksion / 

Branar Téatar

The Way Back Home Vejen hjem 4 - 8 - Based on Oliver Jeffers’ wonderful picture book “The Way Back Home.” When a boy discovers a single-propeller 
airplane in his closet, he does what any young adventurer would do: He flies into outer space! Millions of miles 
from Earth, the plane begins to sputter and quake. The fuel tank is empty, and the boy must execute a daring 
landing on the moon. But as it turns out, he is not alone up there... The Way Back Home is a simple yet profound 
tale about conquering the fear of the unknown.

Riddersalen Open House Åbent hus 1,5 - 4 - Ragnhild takes us back to her birthday long ago, when her stuffed animal, Doggie, disappeared somewhere 
inside the huge dollhouse. She and her rag doll, Hans, search through room after room...with lots of music and 
plenty of surprises along the way. What starts with sorrow and longing turns into joy and a happy ending before 
the day is done!

Riddersalen The Pram Barnevognen 1,5 - 4 - Mother makes chamomile tea for her baby. While it's cooling off, she shows us everything this beautiful old pram 
can do. And that's a lot! By the time the baby's bottle is empty, the audience has a whole new view of prams and 
the poetry under their hoods.

De Røde Heste The True Tale of the 3 

little Pigs

Den Sandfærdige 

Beretning om de 3 små 

Grise

5 - 10 - The true tale of The 3 Little Pigs. Told by the wolf. Finally comes the unvarnished tale about how the 3 little pigs 
tried to trick the kind and friendly wolf – and how the two little pig's unfortunate end and the third pig’s sly and 
cunning ways have put the wolf in a very bad light ever since.
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Musikteatret Saum The dark child Mørkebarnet 7 + "The dark child" is a new classical children's opera from 2011, about realizing and accepting that we all have a 
light as well as a dark child inside of us! One actress, one opera singer and one musician in a tight, dramatic story 
.

Secret Hotel / 

LiminalDK

B.O.D.Y. - to have or to 

be

K.R.O.P. - at have eller 

være

14 + B.O.D.Y. – to have or to be The cultural history of the human body as a dancing performance lecture. Armed with 
cardboard, strange wigs and an old school overhead, the performers investigate the human body as a physical, 
cultural and political entity. The show jumps between facts and fiction, from evolution over body ideals, via gender 
identity, and science fiction. B.O.D.Y. is created with and for 16 - 19 year olds, but can be seen from the age of 
14. B.O.D.Y. involves the audience, using and inviting their opinions and reflections.

Sofie Krog Teater Circus Funestus Circus Funestus 13 + Circus Funestus' mysterious circus draws audiences into a black, humorous world of circus. A performance full of 
cunning and deadly numbers that can make even the most death-defying person to hold his breath. But this night, 
live in the ring, the little hero in the circus finds his courage to declare his love for his beloved! The otherwise 
cheerful show, now escalates and takes us on a turbulent journey into a stream of emotions... Welcome to a 
breathtaking circus show in a magical and grotesque universe - behind the curtain and the sawdust - right there 
where envy, murder attempts and cold mountain air lurks ...

Sparrow Dance Fly Trap Fly Trap 6 + Fly Trap is a performance for the whole family. The show creates a magical and surreal world of aerial dance and 
video animations with two heroines overcoming rescue games and adventure together. A performance full of 
flying, dance, acrobatics and spatial illusions, Fly Trap reminds both children and adults that our mind has a 
special power to change our reality and that almost no wall in our way is unbreakable.

Teatret st. tv / 

Zangenbergs Teater

Music and Machinery Ørerne i maskinen 4 - 9 - ”Music and Machinery” is a story about a strict metronome, crazy notes, feathers and incipient friendship – maybe 
even love? About a boy and a girl from two different worlds. An ordinary girl from an ordinary home with an 
ordinary violin. An unusual boy from an unusual home with extraordinary instruments and sound-scaping objects. 
He shows up in her world, and they begin a musical journey with sounds, melodies and rhythm. Together they 
turn the ordinary into an extraordinary, sparkling and embracing concert.

Teatergrad War - with the eyes of 

children

KRIG - I BØRNEHØJDE 10 - 14 -
Some children in Denmark have war around them, while the war for other children is equal to the computer's 
virtual world, the summer water pistols and the New Year innocent firecrackers. Anyway war, terror and 
destruction have a place in most Danish children's consciousness and daily life. Ruthless videos, cynical leaders 
talk and newspaper violent words and images are thrown carelessly out in the media - often in the eyes of 
children. How does the brutal raw actions and pictures affect the children? Should we talk about it and how? "War 
- in the eyes of children", focuses on the children's own thoughts, stories and emotions and will be staged by two 
actors. Created in collaboration with children and the Danish Red Cross.

TeaterTasken Danner Dannerbarn 8 - 12 - The Lady
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Teatret Thalias 

Tjenere

Grand Illusions Store Illusioner 5 +

Århus, 1910 - the Golden Age of Danish Silent film. When heroes were heroes and villains were really not very 
nice. A plucky little film company struggles to finish their masterpiece. This will surely be their breakthrough, 
especially for the young heroine, Asti. The revolutionary invention has created a world of hope and inspiration, 
where talents are born and where each day brings new wonders. But cheating, sabotage and other villainy is the 
order of the day in the competition between aspiring companies, and Asti soon finds herself caught in a web of 
lies and hidden motives which will test her loyalty, friendship, even love. Who is the villain and who the hero when 
the camera stops running? Grand Illusions is a new, outdoor / indoor mask performance inspired by the brief 
period in which Aarhus’ streets almost daily acted as backdrop for silent film production.

Teatret Thalias 

Tjenere

Race Dog Race Dog 5 + The beautiful Bolette is a Pug Princess with the finest papers and a bright future carefully planned for her. Ralf is 
a washed-up racing dog with a nose for trouble. Their chance meeting is nothing less than love at first sniff. Will 
she shed her diamond-studded collar and risk her neck? An explosive visual theatre production from Theatret 
Thalias Tjenere. Race Dog is an action-comedy which examines the dark underbelly of world of dog shows - 
purebred fun for the entire family! "Race Dog" tells a very human story in a world of wild masks and magical 
music. Translated into dogspeak, we dig into important issues with cheeky humor.

Tidsrum Beatrie Beatrice 13 + A wordless Victorian steampunk puppet show based on the short story by award-winning author Karin Tidbeck. At 
the World Exposition a man falls in love with an airship and a woman falls in love with a Steam engine. Beatrice is 
the story of their love. Without uttering a word, two puppeteers tell the story of humans and machines, creating a 
poetic and sensual steampunk universe with puppets, shadows, repurposed record players and throbbing 
engines.

Tuk&Sofie You & Me Du & Jeg 2 +

Tuk&Sofie presents You&Me - a new-circus peformance How does one take the first step onto insecure grounds, 
and how to deal with other people’s ideas and ways? Strangers meet all the time, but what happens when words 
aren’t enough? The hand to hand acrobats, Tuk&Sofie, answer to these questions in a physical interpretation of a 
meeting between two stangers, waiting for the bus. From the awkward first sight to leaping into a magical 
adventure where a friendship is born. When your world is suddenly turned upside down and it feels like you are 
no longer in control of the situation, then you have to be creative and dare to think outside of the box

Teater TT The Shadow Skyggen 4 - 10 -

A wordless performance about   coming to terms with your dark sides. Using advanced video technology and 
animations, we are playing with the idea of what would happen if one's shadow suddenly had a life of its own and 
did everything that you really want, and if the dark side first is unleashed how do you can catch it again? A 
comical poetic performance about a man who discovered his own shadow and learned to live with it.

Uppercut Danseteater A Short Long En kort en lang 1,5 - 4 - A Short Long – Kandinsky for the youngest. Inspired by Kandinsky’s poems and pictures. A Short Long invites the 
audience into an abstract world of geometric shapes. In the playful universe of two girls, we meet the square, the 
triangle, the circle and the line: A dancing and imaginative universe of forms, colors and movement accompanied 
by sounds, rhythms and atmospheric melodies.
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Uppercut Danseteater Body Parts Body Parts 4 - 8 - BODY PARTS – A humorous horror story. Two siblings can’t sleep. There are still so many games to be played! 
But sometimes you just have to go to bed. But sleep won’t come and the games won’t stop. Sheets become a 
family of friendly ghosts and the nightlights turn into fireflies. The children have to find the balance between 
fantasy and reality on their playful journey through the night, which is both exciting, a bit scary, but most of all fun. 
Body Parts is a humorous dance performance about meeting yourself in the dark, and coming out on the other 
side - in a fusion of modern dance and break dance.

Uppercut Danseteater Twins Twins 2 - 6 - They can’t speak yet, or maybe they speak their own secret language. But a conversation still gets started 
through rhythm, steps and gestures. So does a friendship. In TWINS, two of Uppercut’s talented break dancers 
take a closer look at small children’s interactions with friends. What happens when the grown-ups are busy and 
looking the other way?

Teater Uden Vægge From Big Bang To 

Facebook

Fra Big Bang Til 

Facebook

12 +
Join a young woman's journey in her search for answers to the big questions in life! "From Big Bang to Facebook" 
is based on an ordinary physics/chemistry-lesson and takes its audience by surprise. Students are without 
preparation drawn into a theatrical universe. Here, they meet Sophie, who in search of meaning to her life dives 
into the history of the universe and takes the audience on a journey from the dark ages, black holes and the 
genesis of the elements all the way to our high-tech society. Through Sophie's journey, the audience will 
experience that to understand ourselves as human beings we need to ask questions of the universe, which we 
are an integral part of.

Wounded Beast Daddy Far 14 + "Dad" is a personal monologue about cancer and the love between a dying dad and his son. About the son's 
process, emotions and attempts to save his dad with yoga, stright diet and unconditional love. "Dad" is 
experimental theater project that investigates how performing arts (music, video, beat poetry) combined with 
interactive yoga practice can be a method of alternative healing for an audience.

Aaben Dans AGAIN Igen 0,5 - 4 - A dance performance for the smallest children and their adults about the joy of life Roll over – again Turn – again 
Jump – again Fly – again The joy of discovering your own body and master the movement. The joy of the music. 
The joy of a shift in the light. The joy of being together. Aaben Dans’ performance for the smallest children is 
based on exactly these feelings of revelation and pure joy.


